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INDUSTRY 4.NOW
It’s now time for Data Driven Business Processes
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Strategy

Industry 4.0 - An Evolution to the Future of Productivity

The concept of Industry 4.0
is “born” as an

academic discussion

SAP is a leader in defining
Industry 4.0

1st Industry 4.0 strategy
focused on technical

development

SAP actively participates
in the I4.0 working group

2011

2013

2015

2019

Industry 4.0
Definition

Digitization
Resilient

IT/OT

Customer

Industry 2030

The 2nd Industry 4.0 strategy
initiates structural changes for
digitization of all areas of life

SAP is instrumental in
defining the I4.0 technical

architecture - (RAMI)

Work Group

2030►

SAP Introduces

The I4.0 strategy
formulates the future vision

for Industry 2030
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SAP’s Strategy for Industry 4.0 – Industry 4.Now

Center on
Customers

Reinvent Production Connect the Entire
Company

From factory-focused initiatives to a company-wide, competition-beating business strategy.
Combine manufacturing automation with enterprise business execution.

1 2 3
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Industry 4.0 – How to Start

The Intelligent Enterprise

Intelligent Asset

Intelligent Factory

Intelligent Product

Empowered People

Customer and
Employee Experience

Sales Service
& Support

Marketing

Front Office

Production
& Logistics

Supply Chain

HR

IT

Procure
& Finance

BackOffice

Intelligent Product
Intelligent Factory

Intelligent Assets
Empowered People
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Connected & Sustainable Supply Chain – Design To Operate

Deliver

Manufacture

Operate

Plan

Design

Leverage Networks
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Customer Value by promoting interoperable Industry 4.0 solutions and services
a common framework developed by the alliance to drive the digitization of the factories,

plants & warehouses of our customers

Open Industry 4.0 Alliance

Work together
to deliver

customer value

Create
a viable

ecosystem

Ensure
collaboration of asset

operators and manufacturers

Establish
Common

Semantics
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